
1329
Left Brake Pedal Switch
(pipelayer)

O = contact open
C = contact closed

O = normal for pedal
release
C = normal for pedal
depress

1330
Right Brake Pedal
Switch (pipelayer)

O = contact open
C = contact closed

O = normal for pedal
release
C = normal for pedal
depress

1488
Implement Lever Detent
Electromagnet

0 or 1
0 = electromagnet OFF
1 = electromagnet ON

SPN Software Part Number Numeric Text Characters Display shows last five
digits of software part
number

( 1 ) The difference in duty cycle from the fully deflected forward to the fully deflected rearward positions must be greater

than 61%. If the difference between the two extremes is less than 61% the function will not operate.

Submode 01 - Set Application

This submode is used to set the application number for the power train electronic control system. The
application number is specified in Table 3.

Note: The mode for the "steering/braking calibration" for the D5M, D6M, D6R, and D7R and on all
Series II machines is mode number 5.

Procedure

In Table 3, find the application number that matches the sales model, the serial number prefix,
the type of steering, the type of transmission, and the type of track for the machine that is being
adjusted.

1.

Place the parking brake switch in the ON position.2.

With the 4C-8195 Control Service Tool , enter "Steering/Braking Calibration". Then, enter
submode 01.

3.

Use the "+" and "-" positions of the clear switch in order to move through the list of application
numbers until the correct application number from Step 3 is displayed.

4.

Exit submode 01 by scrolling to the next submode with the scroll switch. The mode switch can
also be used to exit the calibration.

5.

Submode 02 - Left Brake Touch Up Adjustment

This submode sets the command value from the ECM for the brake touch-up. The ECM applies a
current for 20 seconds to the left brake solenoid when the clear switch is placed in the "-" position.
The ECM will turn off the current after the clear switch is momentarily placed in the "+" position or



after the current has been applied for 20 seconds. Observe the track speed while the current is being
applied in order to complete the adjustment of the brake.

Note: This calibration provides smooth brake engagement. Many conditions can affect this
calibration. Some conditions that can affect the calibration are power train oil temperature and track
tension. If the calibration procedures for submode 2 and for submode 3 are performed and there is
harsh engagement of the brakes, readjust the values that were set in the calibration procedure.

Left Brake Adjustment Procedure For Power Shift Torque Converter (PSTC)
Transmission

Warm up the power train oil to a minimum of 60 °C (140 °F). Lift the tractor off the ground.
Jack stands may be used or the blade and the ripper may be used.

1.

Note: The procedure can be performed with the track on the ground. If these procedures are
performed with the machine on the ground, the ground surface should be hard and level.

Release the parking brake. Set the engine speed to low idle for the D6R Series II, D7R Series II,
572R Series II and D8R Series II. Set the engine speed to 910 rpm for the D5M, D6M, D6R,
and D7R.

2.

With the 4C-8195 Control Service Tool , enter the steering/braking calibration mode. Enter
submode 02.

3.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for several
revolutions.

4.

Begin the test. Press the clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position and then release the
switch. The test current will be applied to the left brake solenoid for 20 seconds.

5.

Observe the left track in order to determine if the left track stops. Wait for 20 seconds in order
to determine if the track stops. Do not press the clear switch more than one time during the
same test. The test current is removed automatically after 20 seconds. The track speed will
return to normal speed. The track can also be returned to normal speed by pressing and then
releasing the clear switch to the INCREMENT (+) position.

6.

If the left track stops before returning to normal speed, the preset value must be increased
to 5 units higher. The present value is shown on the display. This creates a new starting
point. Press and release the clear switch to the INCREMENT (+) position until the value
is changed. Proceed to 5 and repeat the test.

◦

If the left track DOES NOT STOP before returning to normal speed, proceed to Test Step
7.

◦

Decrease the present value that is showing on the display to 1 unit lower. Press and release the
clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position until the value is changed. The 20 second test
will begin again. Observe the left track in order to determine if the track stops. Wait for 20
seconds for the track to stop.

7.

If the left track stops at any time before returning to normal speed, calibration of the left
brake is complete. Exit submode 02 by scrolling to the next submode. Use the scroll
switch or use the mode switch also to exit the calibration.

◦



If the left track does not stop before returning to normal speed, exit this procedure and
perform this procedure again.

◦

Left Brake Adjustment Procedure For Direct Drive Power Shift Transmission
(DDPS)

Note: This procedure is not for R Series II machines. For R Series II machines, proceed to the bottom
of this procedure.

The following procedure requires monitoring engine speed. Engine speed can be monitored by using
the status screens in the Cat ET service tool or by using an external tachometer. If the ability to
monitor engine speed is not available, use the "Alternate Left Brake Adjustment Procedure For Direct
Drive Power Shift Transmission (DDPS)".

Warm up the power train oil to a minimum of 60 °C (140 °F). Lift the tractor off the ground.
Jack stands can be used or the blade and the ripper can be used.

1.

Note: The procedure can be performed with the track on the ground. If these procedures are
performed with the machine on the ground, the ground surface should be hard. The ground
surface should also be level.

Release the parking brake. Set the engine speed to 910 ± 5 rpm.2.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for at least three
seconds. After three seconds, record the average engine speed as engine speed A.

3.

Calculate engine speed B with the following formulas:4.

D5M - engine speed B rpm = engine speed A rpm - 27 rpm

D6R - engine speed B rpm = engine speed A rpm - 115 rpm

With the 4C-8195 Control Service Tool , enter the steering/braking calibration mode. Then,
enter submode 02.

5.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for several
revolutions.

6.

Press the clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position and then release the switch. The test
current will be applied to the left brake solenoid for 20 seconds.

7.

Wait at least three seconds from the start of the test. Observe engine speed in order to determine
if the speed drops below engine speed B. Wait for 20 seconds so that the engine speed can
stabilize. Do not press the clear switch more than one time during the same test. After 20
seconds, the test current is automatically removed and engine speed and track speed will return
to normal speed. The engine and the track can also be returned to normal speed by pressing the
clear switch to the INCREMENT (+) position and then releasing the switch.

8.

If the speed of the engine drops below engine speed B and the engine has not returned to
normal speed, increase the present value that is shown on the display to 5 units higher.
Press and release the clear switch to the INCREMENT (+) position until the value has
changed. Return to Step 5 in order to repeat the test.

◦



If the speed of the engine does not drop below engine speed B and the engine has
returned to normal speed, proceed to Test Step 9.

◦

Decrease the present value that is shown on the display to 1 unit lower. Press and release the
clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position until the value has changed. The 20 second test
will begin again. Wait at least three seconds. Observe the engine speed to determine if the speed
drops below engine speed B. Wait for 20 seconds so that the engine speed can stabilize.

9.

If the speed of the engine drops below engine speed B and the engine has not returned to
normal speed, the calibration of the left brake touch up is complete. Exit submode 02 by
scrolling to the next submode with the scroll switch. The mode switch can also be used to
exit the calibration.

◦

If the speed of the engine does not drop below engine speed B and the engine has
returned to normal speed, exit this procedure and perform this procedure again.

◦

Left Brake Adjustment Procedure For Direct Drive Power Shift Transmission
(DDPS) On R Series II Machines

The following procedure requires monitoring engine fuel position. Engine fuel position can be
monitored using the status screens (engine) in the Cat ET service tool or the left brake adjustment
procedure should be performed using the Cat ET service tool. If the ability to monitor engine fuel
position is not available, use the alternate left brake adjustment procedure for direct drive power shift
transmission (DDPS).

Warm up the power train oil a minimum of 60 °C (140 °F). Lift the tractor off the ground. Jack
stands can be used or the blade and the ripper can be used.

1.

Note: The procedure can be performed with the track on the ground. If these procedures are
performed with the machine on the ground, the ground surface should be hard and level.

Release the parking brake.2.

Set the engine speed to low idle (800 rpm).3.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for at least three
seconds. After 3 seconds, record the average engine fuel position as fuel position A.

4.

Calculate engine fuel position "B" with the following formula: D6R, Series II - engine fuel
position B = engine fuel position A + 15

5.

With the 4C-8195 Control Service Tool, enter the steering/braking calibration mode. Then enter
submode 02.

6.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for several
revolutions.

7.

Press the clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position and then release the switch. The test
current will be applied to the left brake solenoid for 20 seconds.

8.

Wait at least three seconds from the start of the test. Observe engine fuel position in order to
determine if the engine fuel position increases above engine fuel position B. Wait for 20

9.



seconds so that the engine fuel position can stabilize. Do not press the clear switch more than
one time during the same test. After 20 seconds, the test current is automatically removed. The
left brake adjustment test current can also be returned to normal by pressing the clear switch to
the INCREMENT (+) position and then releasing the switch.

Note: If the engine fuel position increases above engine fuel position B and the engine fuel
position has not returned to normal, increase the present value that is shown on the display to 5
units higher. Press and release the clear switch to the INCREMENT (+) position until the value
has changed. Return to Step 5 in order to repeat the test. If the engine fuel position does not
increase above engine fuel position B and the engine fuel position has returned to normal,
proceed to Test Step 10.

Decrease the present value that is shown on the display to 1 unit lower. Press and released the
clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position until the value has changed. The 20 seconds test
will begin again. Wait at least three seconds. Observe the engine fuel position to determine if
the engine fuel position increases above engine fuel position B. Wait for 20 seconds so that the
engine fuel position can stabilize.

10.

Note: If the engine fuel position increases above the engine fuel position B and the engine fuel
position has not returned to normal, the calibration of the left brake touch up is complete. Exit
submode 02 by scrolling to the next submode with the scroll switch. The mode switch can also
be used to exit the calibration. If the engine fuel position does not increase above the engine
fuel position B and the engine fuel position has returned to normal, repeat Step 9.

Alternate Left Brake Adjustment Procedure For Direct Drive Power Shift
Transmission (DDPS)

Note: This procedure is not for R Series II machines. For R Series II machines, proceed to the bottom
of this procedure.

Warm up the power train oil to a minimum of 60 °C (140 °F). Lift the tractor off the ground.
Jack stands can be used or the blade and the ripper can be used.

1.

Note: The procedure can be performed with the track on the ground. If this procedure is
performed with the machine on the ground, the ground surface should be hard. The ground
surface should also be level.

Release the parking brake. Set the engine speed to 910 ± 5 rpm.2.

With the 4C-8195 Control Service Tool , enter the steering/braking calibration mode. Then,
enter submode 02.

3.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for several
revolutions.

4.

Press the clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position and then release the switch. The test
current will be applied to the left brake solenoid for 20 seconds.

5.

Observe the left track for a visible decrease in track speed. Wait for 20 seconds so that the track
speed can decrease. Do not press the clear switch more than one time during the same test.
After 20 seconds, the test current is automatically removed and track speed will return to

6.



normal speed. The track can also be returned to normal speed by pressing the clear switch to the
INCREMENT (+) position and then releasing the switch.

If the speed of the left track decreases at any time before returning to normal speed,
increase the present value that is shown on the display to 5 units higher. Press and release
the clear switch to the INCREMENT (+) position until the value has changed. Return to
Step 5 in order to repeat the test.

◦

If the speed of the left track does not decrease before returning to normal speed, proceed
to 7.

◦

Decrease the present value that is shown on the display to 1 unit lower. Press and release the
clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position until the value has changed. The 20 second test
will begin again. Observe the left track for a visible decrease in track speed. Wait for 20
seconds so that the speed can decrease.

7.

If the speed of the left track decreases at any time before returning to normal speed,
calibration of the left brake is complete. Exit submode 02 by scrolling to the next
submode with the scroll switch. The mode switch can also be used to exit the calibration.

◦

If the speed of the left track does not decrease before returning to normal speed, repeat
Step 7.

◦

Alternate Left Brake Adjustment Procedure For Direct Drive Power Shift
Transmission (DDPS) On R Series II Machines

Warm up the power train oil a minimum of 60 °C (140 °F). Lift the tractor off the ground. Jack
stands can be used or the blade and the ripper can be used.

1.

Note: The procedure can be performed with the track on the ground. If these procedures are
performed with the machine on the ground, the ground surface should be hard and level.

Release the parking brake. Set the engine speed to low idle (800 rpm).2.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for at least three
seconds. After three seconds, record the average engine speed as engine speed A.

3.

Calculate engine speed B with the following formula: D6R Series II - engine speed B = engine
speed A - 25 rpm.

4.

With the 4C-8195 Control Service Tool, enter the steering/braking calibration mode.5.

Enter submode 026.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for several
revolutions.

7.

Press the clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position and then release the switch. The test
current will be applied to the left brake solenoid for 20 seconds.

8.

Observe the engine speed for a visible decrease in track speed. The decrease in track speed will
last one to two seconds before returning to normal speed. Do not press the clear switch more

9.



than one time during the same test. After 20 seconds, the test current is automatically removed.
The left brake adjustment test current can also be returned to normal by pressing the clear
switch to the INCREMENT (+) position and then releasing the switch.

Note: If the engine speed drops below engine speed B at any time before returning to normal
speed, increase the present value that is shown on the display to 5 units higher. Press and
release the clear switch to INCREMENT (+) position until the value has changed. Return to
Step 5 in order to repeat the test. If the engine speed does not drop below engine speed B at any
time before returning to normal speed, proceed to Step 9

Decrease the present value that is shown on the display to 1 unit lower. Press and release the
clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position until the value has changed. The 20 second test
will begin again. Observe the engine speed to determine if the engine speed drops below engine
speed B at any time.

10.

Note: If the engine speed drops below engine speed B at any time before returning to normal
speed, the calibration of the left brake touch up is complete. Exit submode 02 by scrolling to the
next submode with the scroll switch. The mode switch can also be used to exit the calibration.
If the engine speed does not drop below engine speed B at any time before returning to normal
speed, repeat Step 9.

Submode 03 - Right Brake Touch Up Adjustment

This submode sets the command value for a smooth brake touch up. The ECM applies a test current
for 20 seconds to the right brake solenoid when the clear switch is placed in the DECREMENT (-)
position. The ECM will turn off the test current when the clear switch is placed in the INCREMENT
(+) position or when the test current has been applied for 20 seconds. The brake adjustment is
performed by observing the effect of the test current on the speed of the track.

Note: This calibration provides smooth brake engagement. Many conditions can affect this
calibration. Some conditions that can affect the calibration are power train oil temperature and track
tension. If the calibration procedures for submode 2 and for submode 3 are performed and there is
harsh engagement of the brakes, readjust the values that were set in the calibration procedure.

Right Brake Adjustment Procedure For Power Shift Torque Converter (PSTC)
Transmission

Warm up the power train oil to a minimum of 60 °C (140 °F). Lift the tractor off the ground.
Jack stands can be used or the blade and the ripper can be used.

1.

Note: The procedure can be performed with the track on the ground. If these procedures are
performed with the machine on the ground, the ground surface should be hard and level.

Release the parking brake. Set the engine speed to low idle for the D6R Series II, D7R Series II,
and D8R Series II. Set the engine speed to 910 rpm for the D5M, D6M, D6R, and D7R.

2.

With the 4C-8195 Control Service Tool , enter the steering/braking calibration mode. Then,
enter submode 03.

3.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for several
revolutions.

4.



Begin the test by pressing the clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position and then release
the switch. The test current will be applied to the right brake solenoid for 20 seconds.

5.

Observe the right track in order to determine if the track stops. Wait for 20 seconds for the track
to stop. Do not press the clear switch more than one time during the same test. After 20
seconds, the test current is automatically removed and the track speed will return to normal
speed. The track can also be returned to normal speed by pressing the clear switch to the
INCREMENT (+) position and then releasing the switch.

6.

If the right track stops at any time before returning to normal speed, increase the present
value to 5 units higher. The value is shown on the display. Press and release the clear
switch to the INCREMENT (+) position until the value is changed. Return to 5 and repeat
the test.

◦

If the right track does not stop before returning to normal speed, proceed to the next step. ◦

Decrease the present value that is shown on the display to 1 unit lower. Press and release the
clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position until the value is changed. The 20 second test
will begin again. Observe the right track in order to determine if the track stops. Wait for 20
seconds for the track to stop.

7.

If the right track stops at any time before returning to normal speed, calibration of the
right brake is complete. Exit submode 03 by scrolling to the next submode. The scroll
switch and the mode switch can also be used to exit the calibration.

◦

If the right track does not stop before returning to normal speed, return to 7.◦

Right Brake Adjustment Procedure For Direct Drive Power Shift Transmission
(DDPS)

Note: This procedure is not for R Series II machines. For R Series II machines, proceed to the bottom
of this procedure.

The following procedure requires monitoring engine speed. Engine speed can be monitored by using
the status screens in the Cat ET service tool or by using an external tachometer. If the ability to
monitor engine speed is not available, use the "Alternate Right Brake Adjustment Procedure For
Direct Drive Power Shift Transmission (DDPS)".

Warm up the power train oil to a minimum of 60 °C (140 °F). Lift the tractor off the ground.
Jack stands can be used or the blade and the ripper can be used.

1.

Note: The procedure can be performed with the track on the ground. If these procedures are
performed with the machine on the ground, the ground surface should be hard. The ground
surface should also be level.

Release the parking brake. Set the engine speed to 910 ± 5 rpm.2.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for at least three
seconds. After three seconds, record the average engine speed as engine speed "A".

3.

Calculate engine speed B with the following formulas:4.



D5M - engine speed B rpm = engine speed A rpm - 27 rpm

D6R - engine speed B rpm = engine speed A rpm - 115 rpm

With the 4C-8195 Control Service Tool , enter steering/braking calibration mode. Then, enter
submode 03.

5.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for several
revolutions.

6.

Press the clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position and then release the switch. The test
current will be applied to the right brake solenoid for 20 seconds.

7.

Wait at least three seconds from the start of the test. Observe engine speed in order to determine
if the speed drops below engine speed B. Wait for 20 seconds so that the engine speed can
stabilize. Do not press the clear switch more than one time during the same test. After 20
seconds, the test current is automatically removed and engine speed and track speed will return
to normal speed. The engine and the track can also be returned to normal speed by pressing the
clear switch to the INCREMENT (+) position and then releasing the switch.

8.

If the speed of the engine drops below engine speed "B" and the engine has not returned
to normal speed, increase the present value that is shown on the display to 5 units higher.
Press and release the clear switch to the INCREMENT (+) position until the value has
changed. Return to Step 5 in order to repeat the test.

◦

If the speed of the engine does not drop below engine speed B and the engine has
returned to normal speed, proceed to 9.

◦

Decrease the present value that is shown on the display to 1 unit lower. Press and release the
clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position until the value has changed. The 20 second test
will begin again. Wait at least three seconds. Observe the engine speed to determine if the speed
drops below engine speed B. Wait for 20 seconds so that the engine speed can stabilize.

9.

If the speed of the engine drops below engine speed B and the engine has not returned to
normal speed, the calibration of the right brake touch up is complete. Exit submode 03 by
scrolling to the next submode with the scroll switch. The mode switch can also be used to
exit the calibration.

◦

If the speed of the engine does not drop below engine speed B and the engine has
returned to normal speed, Repeat Step 9.

◦

Right Brake Adjustment Procedure For Direct Drive Power Shift Transmission
(DDPS) On R Series II Machines

The following procedure requires monitoring engine fuel position. Engine fuel position can be
monitored using the status screens (engine) in the Caterpillar Electronic Technician (ET) service tool
or the right brake adjustment procedure should be performed using the Cat ET service tool. If the
ability to monitor engine fuel position is not available, use the Alternate Right Brake Adjustment
Procedure For Direct Drive Power Shift Transmission (DDPS).

Warm up the power train oil a minimum of 60 °C (140 °F). Lift the tractor off the ground. Jack
stands can be used or the blade and the ripper can be used.

1.



Note: The procedure can be performed with the track on the ground. If these procedures are
performed with the machine on the ground, the ground surface should be hard. The ground
surface should also be level.

Release the parking brake. Set the engine speed to low idle (800 rpm).2.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for at least three
seconds. After 3 seconds, record the average engine fuel position as fuel position A.

3.

Calculate engine fuel position B with the following formula: D6R, Series II - engine fuel
position B = engine fuel position A + 15

4.

With the 4C-8195 Control Service Tool, enter the steering/braking calibration mode. Then enter
submode 03.

5.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for several
revolutions.

6.

Press the clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position and then release the switch. The test
current will be applied to the right brake solenoid for 20 seconds.

7.

Wait at least three seconds from the start of the test. Observe engine fuel position in order to
determine if the engine fuel position increases above engine fuel position B. Wait for 20
seconds so that the engine fuel position can stabilize. Do not press the clear switch more than
one time during the same test. After 20 seconds, the test current is automatically removed. The
right brake adjustment test current can also be returned to normal by pressing the clear switch to
the INCREMENT position (+) and then releasing the switch.

8.

If the engine fuel position increases above engine fuel position B and the engine fuel
position has not returned to normal, increase the present value that is shown on the
display to 5 units higher. Press and release the clear switch to the INCREMENT position
(+) until the value has changed. Return to Step 5 in order to repeat the test.

◦

If the engine fuel position does not increase above engine fuel position B and the engine
fuel position has returned to normal, proceed to Step 9.

◦

Decrease the present value that is shown on the display to 1 unit lower. Press and released the
clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position until the value has changed. The 20 seconds test
will begin again. Wait at least three seconds. Observe the engine fuel position to determine if
the engine fuel position increases above engine fuel position B. Wait for 20 seconds so that the
engine fuel position can stabilize.

9.

If the engine fuel position increases above the engine fuel position B and the engine fuel
position has not returned to normal, the calibration of the right brake touch up is
complete. Exit submode 02 by scrolling to the next submode with the scroll switch. The
mode switch can also be used to exit the calibration.

◦

If the engine fuel position does not increase above the engine fuel position B and the
engine fuel position has returned to normal, repeat Step 9.

◦



Alternate Right Brake Adjustment Procedure For Direct Drive Power Shift
Transmission (DDPS)

Note: This procedure is NOT for R Series II machines. For R Series II machines, proceed to the
bottom of this procedure.

Warm up the power train oil to a minimum of 60 °C (140 °F). Lift the tractor off the ground.
Jack stands can be used or the blade and the ripper can be used.

1.

Note: The procedure can be performed with the track on the ground. If this procedure is
performed with the machine on the ground, the ground surface should be hard. The ground
surface should also be level.

Release the parking brake. Set the engine speed to 910 ± 5 rpm.2.

With the 4C-8195 Control Service Tool , enter "Steering/Braking Calibration Mode". Then,
enter submode 03.

3.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for several
revolutions.

4.

Press the clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position and then release the switch. The test
current will be applied to the right brake solenoid for 20 seconds.

5.

Observe the right track for a visible decrease in track speed. Wait for 20 seconds so that the
track speed can decrease. DO NOT press the clear switch more than one time during the same
test. After 20 seconds, the test current is automatically removed and track speed will return to
normal speed. The track can also be returned to normal speed by pressing the clear switch to the
INCREMENT (+) position and then releasing the switch.

6.

If the speed of the right track decreases at any time before returning to normal speed,
increase the present value that is shown on the display to 5 units higher. Press and release
the clear switch to the INCREMENT (+) until the value has changed. Return to Step 5 in
order to repeat the test.

◦

If the speed of the right track does not decrease before returning to normal speed, proceed
to 7.

◦

Decrease the present value that is shown on the display to 1 unit lower. Press and release the
clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position until the value has changed. The 20 second test
will begin again. Observe the right track for a visible decrease in track speed. Wait for 20
seconds so that the speed can decrease.

7.

If the speed of the right track decreases at any time before returning to normal speed,
calibration of the right brake is complete. Exit submode 03 by scrolling to the next
submode with the scroll switch. The mode switch can also be used to exit the calibration.

◦

If the speed of the right track does not decrease before returning to normal speed, repeat
Step 7.

◦



Alternate Right Brake Adjustment Procedure For Direct Drive Power Shift
Transmission (DDPS) On R Series II Machines

Warm up the power train oil a minimum of 60 °C (140 °F). Lift the tractor off the ground. Jack
stands can be used or the blade and the ripper can be used.

1.

Note: The procedure can be performed with the track on the ground. If these procedures are
performed with the machine on the ground, the ground surface should be hard and level.

Release the parking brake. Set the engine speed to low idle (800 rpm).2.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for at least three
seconds. After three seconds, record the average engine speed as engine speed A.

3.

Calculate engine speed B with the following formula: D6R Series II - engine speed B = engine
speed A - 25 rpm.

4.

With the 4C-8195 Control Service Tool, enter the steering/braking calibration mode. Then enter
submode 03.

5.

Shift the transmission to third gear forward and allow the tracks to rotate for several
revolutions.

6.

Press the clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position and then release the switch. The test
current will be applied to the right brake solenoid for 20 seconds.

7.

Observe the engine speed for a visible decrease in engine speed. The decrease in track speed
will last one to two seconds before returning to normal speed. Do not press the clear switch
more than one time during the same test. After 20 seconds, the test current is automatically
removed. The left brake adjustment test current can also be returned to normal by pressing the
clear switch to the INCREMENT (+) position and then releasing the switch.

8.

If the engine speed drops below engine speed B at any time before returning to normal
speed, increase the present value that is shown on the display to 5 units higher. Press and
release the clear switch to INCREMENT (+) position until the value has changed. Return
to Step 5 in order to repeat the test.

◦

If the engine speed does not drop below engine speed B at any time before returning to
normal speed, proceed to Step 9.

◦

Decrease the present value that is shown on the display to 1 unit lower. Press and release the
clear switch to the DECREMENT (-) position until the value has changed. The 20 second test
will begin again. Observe the engine speed to determine if the engine speed drops below engine
speed B at any time during 20 second test.

9.

If the engine speed drops below engine speed B at any time before returning to normal
speed, the calibration of the right brake touch up is complete. Exit submode 03 by
scrolling to the next submode with the scroll switch. The mode switch can also be used to
exit the calibration.

◦

If the engine speed does not drop below engine speed B at any time before returning to
normal speed, repeat Step 9.

◦


